Maths
English
Key Text: Stick Man, The Day the Crayons Quit
Purpose for writing: Narrative, Persuasive Letter
Writing: Children will learn to continue the narrative of our
first key text .They will learn the features of a narrative and
learn how to use creative language to add excitement in their
stories.
Children will then learn to write a persuasive linked to our second key text. They will learn the features of persuasive letter
writing and learn how to use paragraphs to group information.

Year Group / Class

Year 2: Autumn 1

Computing
Focus:

Word Reading / Comprehension: Children will focus on how
we can infer from the text and how we can make predictions
based on the information we have gained from the text.

Key Facts: Compare & order numbers up to 100 and use < > = ,
read & write all numbers to 100 in digits and words, Say 10 more/
less than any number to 100, count in steps of 2, 3 & 5 from zero
and in 10s from any number, recall & use +/- facts to 20, derive &
use related facts to 100, recognise place value of any 2-digit number, add & subtract: 2-digit & ones, 2-digit & tens, two 2-digits,
three 1-digits, recognise & use inverse (+/-).
Place Value: Children will recap numbers within 20 and 50 before moving onto numbers to 100. They will also secure understanding of tens and ones from year 1.
Addition and Subtraction: Children will recap adding to make
10, then subtracting to cross 10 before moving to more formal
subtraction.
(Please see our Calculation Progression document on our website for Addition and Subtraction strategies.)

Science
The World

Geography
Focus: Name and locate the world’s seven continents and
five oceans: Pupils will extend their knowledge and understanding beyond the United Kingdom to include the world.
They will locate countries from each named continent and the
oceans that surround them. They will understand and locate
hot and cold areas in the world with relation to the Equator
and the North and South Poles. They will extend their key vocabulary for physical and human features when exploring
these countries, continents and oceans. They will develop
their map, globe and atlas skills to identify the countries, continents and oceans and further extend locational and directional language using a map.
(Please see Geography knowledge organiser for essential
knowledge and vocabulary) to be learnt.)

Music
Focus:

Physics: Everyday materials: Children will build on their
knowledge of everyday materials from Year 1 to compare these
everyday materials for particular uses. The pupils with find out
how certain solid objects can change shape depending on the material it is made from. This can be done by squashing, bending,
twisting and stretching. When experimenting the pupils will observe closely, identify and classify the uses of different materials,
and record their observations.
Working Scientifically: Children will learn to: ask questions, recognise questions can be answered in different ways, observe
closely, carry out simple tests, identify and classify, record and
gather information, use observations / data to answer questions
(Please see Science knowledge organiser for essential
knowledge and vocabulary to be learnt.)

PE
Focus: Attacking and Defending

RE
Focus: What is it like to follow God?

Art
Focus: Painting
Artist Study: Artist (L.S. Lowry)
(Describing differences and similarities between practices and
disciplines, and making links to their own work).

PSHE
Focus: Being in My World

French
Focus:

